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Introduction 
The audience for this paper is network card manufacturers and cryptographic equipment suppliers. 
While the details and diagrams in this paper describe aspects of an implementation to support the 
Digital Satellite System (DSS), a direct broadcast satellite network, some of these techniques are also 
appropriate for implementation on other types of networks, such as corporate Ethernet local area 
networks (LANs). The details of the other implementations are necessarily different from those used 
in the DSS implementation.  

For a more general description of how the components described in this paper fit into a digital system 
of broadcast network clients, see Chapter 4, “Network Receiver and MPEG Display Subsystems,” in 
the Microsoft Broadcast Data Network (MSBDN) Device Driver Kit. 

Data Flow Overview 
The following figure shows how data flows through a MSBDN DSS satellite receiver card. 
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Figure 1. Data flow through the MSBDN DSS satellite receiver 

A MSBDN receiver card consists of the normal circuitry necessary to tune, decode, demultiplex, error 
correct, and apply DSS access control to the received signal. The DSS transport filters and delivers 
the DSS service channel identifiers (SCIDs) to the input of the sub-SCID filter. The packets selected 
by the sub-SCID filter are passed to the computer through the computer bus interface (typically a PCI 
bus interface), where they are bus mastered into memory. 
 

Note: Figure 1 does not show the optional ability to reassemble certain packet types in the receiver 
card, nor does it show received packets using Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRCs). 
  

The receiver card driver selectively programs bus mastering of packets through the MSBDN data 
encryption standard (DES) decryptor, which in some receiver designs is combined with the DSS DES 
decryptor. The MSBDN DES decryptor decrypts the packets and writes them back to memory. 
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Typical DSS Requirements 
The DSS-specific information contained in this paper is insufficient to complete a DSS-compatible 
satellite receiver. For detailed information on the system requirements and internal workings of a 
DSS-compatible receiver, contact DIRECTV.  

In the DSS environment, a transponder can send information streams at up to 30 megabits per second. 
This stream of information contains substreams, called SCIDs, analogous to packet identifiers (PIDs) 
found in the digital video broadcasting (DVB) system. The different SCIDs carry information such as 
audio, video, and data, which are separated to make decoding easier in a typical set-top device. 

Bus and Computer Software Interface 

The satellite receiver card should have bus mastering capability, and the receiver card driver should 
have programmatic access to various functions of the card through the bus interface. 

In some designs, this interface may use I/O address mapping; in others, a memory buffer may be used 
to pass register contents between the computer CPU and the various chips on the receiver card. The 
choice depends largely on which system bus you design the adapter for, Industry Standard 
Architecture (ISA) or PCI. 

You can achieve varying amounts of control over DSS reception through hardware on the receiver 
card, subject to overall design goals. Because a unique receiver card driver exists for each card 
design, a manufacturer can choose to decrease hardware functionality for a card, and increase the 
complexity of the software driver for that card. 

Tuning 

The satellite receiver card must perform all normal DSS functions, including tuning functions, QPSK 
demodulation, and forward error correction. The host CPU can control these various functions by 
programming transport registers through the computer bus interface. The receiver card driver can 
check status for these operations through the computer bus interface. 

NDS Access Control 

The satellite receiver card must perform all required News Data Systems (NDS) access control 
functions.  

In typical receiver card designs, an on-board CPU handles the verification code for access control by 
communicating with the receiver card driver running on the computer CPU through the computer bus 
interface. 

DIRECTV has mandated that data streams be encrypted using standard NDS access control methods. 
The NDS decryption process must occur before any CRC or sub-SCID filtering can take place.  

The MSBDN access control method is completely independent from NDS access control and occurs 
after the data is written to computer memory. 

SCID Filtering 

The satellite receiver card must be able to filter at least five SCIDs. This figure is the minimum 
requirement and is merely adequate for receiving DSS signals. Because the personal computer is a 
more versatile device than a typical set-top device, the hardware design of the satellite receiver card 
should be capable of filtering more than five SCIDs.  

The satellite receiver card must be able to support a total bandwidth into the computer of 30 megabits 
per second for the DSS network. 

PCI Bus Mastering 
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Each SCID must be bus mastered into a separate buffer in computer memory. This rule includes data 
SCIDs, which may be subject to filtering, CRC checking, and other operations; for more information 
on these operations, see following sections in this paper. 

Buffers must be capable of being at least as long as 64K bytes, and as small as 4K bytes. The 
minimum granularity required for buffer sizes is 128 bytes. 

An important consideration in designing PCI bus mastering hardware is that DSS Motion Pictures 
Experts Group (MPEG) packets should not be formed as multiples of 4 bytes. Further, the packet 
transfers are unaligned and may begin on any physical memory address that is valid and page-locked. 

When writing DSS MPEG packets to memory, only the 127 bytes of data should be written. No 
padding is allowed. All received bytes must be written when they arrive. After a set time-out 
determined by the receiver card driver running on the computer CPU, any partially filled large buffers 
must be made available to the computer, even if they are not completely filled. The resulting MPEG 
data is considered a stream by the computer and passed in large blocks directly to the MPEG decoder. 
Passing individual 127-byte blocks to the MPEG decoder causes unacceptable system performance 
degradation due to interrupt overhead.  

Ring Buffers 

When a data buffer fills, the satellite receiver card must generate an interrupt and switch to filling 
another prespecified buffer.  

For each high-speed SCID, defined as streams that are 2 megabits per second or faster, you should 
provide a method to implement at least eight buffers. At any one time, the satellite receiver needs to 
process two high-speed SCIDs. 
 

Note: It is best to support more than two SCIDs—over time, individual customers will likely want to 
use more than one high-speed data service. Because high-speed SCIDs are faster than 2 megabits per 
second, with current satellites it is possible to have up to 15 high-speed SCIDs per transponder. 
  

For each low-speed SCID (that is, each SCID under 2 megabits per second), you should provide a 
method to implement at least three buffers. At any one time, the satellite receiver needs to be able to 
process five low-speed SCIDs. 

High-speed SCIDs and low-speed SCIDs differ only in the expected sustained bandwidth. Burst 
bandwidth is identical — the full rate of the satellite. High- and low-speed SCIDs are distinguished in 
this paper only to ensure receiver boards can maintain expected rates in regards to interrupt latency, 
buffer setup, and on-board CPU usage. All SCIDs can be high-speed. 

At minimum, the satellite receiver should support bus mastering of satellite data into ping-pong 
buffers (two active buffers) on a per-SCID basis. When either buffer fills, the satellite receiver must 
generate an interrupt. The host CPU must be able to change the address of the nonactive buffer while 
the active buffer is being filled without affecting the filling of the active buffer. 

Ideally, the satellite receiver card should accept a buffer description list from the receiver card driver 
for each SCID that contains information about the location and size of an arbitrary number of buffers; 
the receiver card fills these buffers consecutively and generates interrupts when each is full. The 
receiver card driver should be able to change this buffer list on the fly during typical operation as 
more or fewer buffers become available. 

Buffer Time-out 

While filling any buffer for any specified SCID, the satellite receiver card must be capable of being 
forced to change to the next buffer. After the active buffer is changed, the satellite receiver must 
generate an interrupt (as if the buffer were full) and must allow queries on the number of packets that 
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